Estimating lung resection risk: a pilot study of trainee and practicing surgeons.
Most surgeons believe that experience-based risk estimates for major lung resection are reliable. Elements that influence such estimates are poorly understood. Clinical vignettes were created for patients who underwent lung resection; 48 patients who had major complications were matched to 48 patients without complications. Ten senior surgical trainees and 9 practicing thoracic surgeons blinded to outcomes estimated the risk of complications using a seven-point scale (uninformed estimates). After review of a calculated risk score, risk was again estimated (informed estimates). Risk estimates did not differentiate between patient groups with and without complications (4.8 versus 4.9; p=0.94 for trainees; 4.5 versus 4.2; p=0.21 for practicing surgeons). The accuracy of predicting complications was only fair, but was better for practicing surgeons than for trainees (58% versus 51%; p=0.041). Risk estimates correlated moderately well with baseline pulmonary function and possibly with age, but not with performance status or extent of resection. Knowledge of a calculated risk score resulted in more frequent alterations of trainee risk scores, improved interobserver agreement in both groups, and aligned trainee and practicing surgeon estimates more closely. Surgeon estimates are not accurate in predicting lung resection complications using vignette-based, matched-pair methodology. Practicing surgeons and trainees base risk estimates on limited objective clinical data. Trainee estimates are more susceptible to modification by a standard risk score than are estimates of practicing surgeons. Prospective studies are necessary to further explore the etiology, accuracy, and utility of surgeon risk estimates.